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In case it should become necessaiy to prevent the capture of this equipment and when ordered to do so,
DESTROY IT SO THAT NO PART OF IT CAN BE SALVAGED. RECOGNIZED. OR USED BY THE
ENEMY. BURN ALL PAPERS AND BOOKS.

lllsass;1. Explosives, when provided.
2. Hammers, axes, sledges, machetes, or whatever heavy object is readily available,
3. Burning by means of incendiaries such as gasoline, oil, paper, or wood.
4. Grenades and shots from available arms.
5. Burying all debris or disposing of it in streams or other bodies of water, where
possible and when time permits.

Pv66sjvvs;l. Obliterate all identifying marks. Destroy nameplates and circuit labels.
2. Demolish all panels, castings, switch- and instrument-boards.
3. Destroy all controls, switches, telays, connections, and meters.
4. Rip out all wiring and cut interconnections of electrical equipment. Smash
oil, and water-cooling systems in gas-engine generators, etc.

gas,

5. Smash every electrical or mechanical part, whether rotating, moving, or fixed.
6. Break up all operating instruments such as keys, phones, microphones, etc.
7. Destroy all classes of carrying cases, straps, containers, etc.
8. Bury or scatter all debris.
DESTROY EVERYTHINGI

*

@Re'pant

For U, S, Army Air Force Personnel:
In the event of malfunctioning, unsatisfactory design, or unsatisfactory installation of anv of the component units of this equipment, or if the material contained in this book is considered inadequare or ertoneous, an Unsatisfactory Report, AAF Fotm No. 54, or a report in similar form, shall be submiited in accordance with the provisions of Army dir Force Regulation No. 15-54, listing;
l. Station and organization.
2. Nameplate data (type number or complete nomenclature if nameplate is not attached to the equipment).
3. Date and nature of failure.
4. Airplane model and serial number.

5. Remedy used or proposed to prevent recuffence.
6. Handbook effors or inadequacies, if applicable,

For U. S, Naoy Personnel:
p^tt of this equipment during its guaranteed life shall be made on Form N.
Report of lailure of
^ny
Aer. 4112, "leport of Unsatisfactory
or -Defective Material," or a repoft in similar form, and forwarded in
accordance with the latest instructions of the Bureau of Aeronautics.- In addition to other distribution required, one^.c.opy
be furnished-_to th-e inspecto-r of Naval Materiel (location to be specified) and the
-shall reports of failure shall include:
Bureau of Ships. Such
1. Reporting activity.

2. Nameplate data.
3. Date placed in service.
4. Part which failed.
5. Nature and cause of failure.
6. Replacement needed (yes-no).
7. Remedy used or proposed to prevent fecuffence.

For British Personnel:
Form lO22 procedure shall be used when repofting failure of radio equipment.
R
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DESCRIPTIO]I

I.

ate satisfactorily within a temperatute range

GENERAL.
(See

1-1.)

fgure
a. Radar Set AN/APN-9 is an airborne navigation
equipment composed of Receiver-Indicatot R-65/APN-9,
equipped with a detachable visor, the necessary cables,
and an antenna switch (not shown).It is mounted on a
shock Mounting FT-446 or MT-zO3/APN. The equipment operates on the LORAN principle. It receives, amplifies, and detects the LORAN signals and displays them
on the screen of a cathode ray indicator tube in the

of

(-67'F.) to {5OoC. (+122'F.).

-55oC.

c. The power supply frequency is between 400 and
2400 cycles per second. The nominal power supply voltages are 8O and 115 volts, selected by the connections

of the power connector plug (see fig. 5-Ar. The power
consumption is 225 volt amperes at 0.9 power factor,
when the "RECEIVER GAIN" control is adiusted for
maximum gain.

receiver-indicator.

2.

&. Radat Set AN/APN-9 will operate
arty altitude
^t
between sea level and 40,OOO feet. It is designed to oper-

The following equipment is supplied with Radar
AN/APN-9.

Quantity
of

Name

Equipment

I

of Unit

Receiver-Indicator including
I lens, I visor, I crystal and

a tomplete tube

EQUTPMENT SUPPLIED.

Naay Type
Designation

Dimensions

R.65lAPN.9

R.6'lAPN.9

9r/sxtzt/ax3,0sAa

lYeigbt
( poands

(inches )

36

with visor

)

max.

9L/sxlzt/ax22r5/re

comple-

without visor

ment

3.

Oaerall

Army Type
Designation

Set

EQUTPMENT REQUTRED BUT NOT SUPPUED.

The equipment required for the operation of Radar
AN/APN-9 but not supplied is listed below.

Set

Qaantity

of

Name

Equipment

I
I

I

I
I
I

ol Unit

Army Type
Designation

Radio Frequency Cable

RG.8/U

Coupling
or
Coupling

MC-277

Switch (DPDT)
or
Switch (TPDT)

llary Type
Designation

Reqaired

RG-8/U

Coaxial antenna cable

C baracteristic s

For Radio Frequency Cable RG-8/U

MC-277-A

sA-13/u

SA-13/U

Antenna switch

sw-225

Cable Clamp

M-297

Plug

PL-166

Mounting

FT-446

For power supply

or
MT.2O3lAPN

R
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LEFT.R,IGHT

CONTROL KNOB

DRIFT 'CONTROL KNOB

IENS HOLDER

FA-

SW.AlrPr.

ADJUSTMENT

R. F. CHANNEL
SWITCH KNOB

COARSE DEI.AY
H-PRR. ffTAX.

RECEIVER

GAIN

&

ADJUSTMENT

POWER CONTROI.

SHOCK MOUNT
BRACKFT

COARSE DETAY

I.PRR MAX.
ADJUSTMENT

COARSE DEI,AY
L-PRR rhtN.

THUMB NUT

ADJUSTMENT

COARSE DETAY

H.PRR

AMPUTUDE BATANCI

ADJUSTMENT
'YIIN.

CONTROT

FINE DETAY
ADJUSTMENT

COARSE DCLAY
CONTROT KNOB

STRAP

STATION

RATE

SWITCH KNOB

FUNCflON

PRR SWITCH KNOB

SW]TCH

KNOB

SHOCK MOUNT

FINE DETAY
CONTROT KNOB

Figvre
t-2

l-2.

Receiver-fndicoror R-65/ApN-9-Exrerior view, Right side
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I. PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE.
d. UNPACKING OF EQUIPMENT.-Carefully unpack the receiver-indicator and the visor and remove
from the packing case. Give the equiprnent a complete
visual inspection for external damage. Remove chassis
from cover and check to see that all tubes are undamaged
and inserted in the proper sockets.
,. BENCH TEST.-Follow the procedure outlined in
section II, paragraph 3c(1) through (44). If the counter
circuit adjustments are not correct as determined by these
checks, reject the receiver-indicator and return to maintenance shop for proper alignment.

2.

INSTALLATION.
a. LOCATION.-Select a position for Radar Set AN/
APN-9 such that sufficient clearance is provided to permit adiusting the controls located on the right and left
hand sides of the receiver-indicator assembly. The operator, when seated, must have a clear view of the screen.

,.

PROCEDURE.

(1) Install Mounting FT-446 or Mounting MT203/APN, by following the instructions found in figure
5-3.

(a)

(b)

Use four No. 8 machine screws for each foot.
Fasten each foot of the shock mount securely

the power leads to the plug will depend upon the voltage of the airplane power supply. The power leads mus:
be No. 18, and not over 3O feet long between the poini
of measurement of the line voltage and the power plug.
The leads of the starting relay must be of sufficient
capacity to carry the prescribed current safely.
(r) ANTENNA CABLE. Assemble this as
shown in figure 5-5.

(2)

TNTERCONNECTTON OF UNTTS.

(a)

The receiver end of the antenna cable is connected to Coupling MC-277 on the receiver-indicator.
(b) The other end connects to the antenna receptacle (color-coded green) of the antenna Switch SAr3/U ot S\$f-225. Switch SSf-225 (TPDT) is installed
when Antenna Tuning Unit BC-306-B is used with th-

liaison set, and Switch SA-13/U

3.

wARlllilG

(c)

(2)

To install Receiver-Indicator R-65/APN-9 proceed as follows:
(a) Carefully place the receiver-indicator on the
shock mount frame.

(D) Insert,two spring plungers which protrude

is'installed

ADJUSTMENTS.

to the support provided.
Connect the ground strap of the shock mount
to the neatest metal part of the airplane making certain
that the metal is free of all paint, grease, etc., so that a
secure electrical connection is'made.

(DPDI)

when Antenna Tuning Unit BC-306-A is used with the
liaison set. (See frg. 5- .) Both Switch S:W-225 and SAr3/U lead to the liaison set trailing wire antenna reel
and to the fixed antenna of the airplane.
(c) The power supply cable connects to Plug PL166 on the receiver-indicator and to the aitplane power
supply installation.

This equipment employs high voltages which
are dangerous and may be fatal if contacted by
oPerating personnel. [.Jse extreme caution when

working with it.
a. EQUIPMENT REQUIRED.-To perform all tests
mentioned in this book which require iqput pulses use
Test Set TS-211./UP.

,. PRELIMINARY CHECK. Figures 2-L thtough
2-5 ate power supply voltage checks.

from the back of the receiver-indicator through the holes
located at the back of the shock mount frame.
(c) Tighten the knurled thumb nuts on the front
of the shock mount frame to the two brackets on the

front of the receiver-indicator.
(d,) Make certain that it rides securely on the
shock mount and that nothing prevents the shock mount
from functioning correctly.
c. CABLE CONNECTIONS.
(1) MAKING CABLES.
No sharp bends or
- assembly and ample
breaks must appear in the cable
slack must always be present to permit quick and easy
connection and disconnection.
(a) POr$7ER SUPPLY CABLE.-Assemble the
power"supply cable according to the instructions given
in figure 5-4. The cable used will depend upon the airplane power supply installation. Install a two-wire cable
except when an inverter starting relay is used; in that
c?s€i. zl four-wire cable is installed. The connections of
R

Figvre 2-l
( 1) Turn the "RECEIVER GAIN" control knob to
the maximum counterclockwise position marked "POStr-

ER OFF."

EST RI CT ED
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(5) Tutn on the power of the receiverindicator by
rotating the "RECEIVER GAIN" control knob in a
clockwise direction.

,r":::c;;",;icator ruse, and note
If the voltage is 115 volts, a 2fuse must be used. If the voltage is 8O volts, a

(2)

Remove

the amperage marking.

ampere
3-ampere fuse must be used.

Figure 2-5

(6)

Read the line voltage again.

proximately

8O

It should

be ap-

or 115 volts, depending upon the voltage
If either of the above readings does

of the power supply.

not indicate a correct voltage, adjustments must be made

in the main power supply

system

until the

voltmeter

indicates the specified 8O or 115 volts.

c. RECEIVER-INDICATOR ADJUSTMENTS.
Figvre 2-3

(3) Check to see that the amperage of the spare
fuse cotresponds to the amperage of the fuse to be install6d in the receiver-indicator.
(4) Place the airplane power supply in operation
and measure the line voltage, using Voltmeter IS-1.16 or
equivalent.

Figwe 2-6

(

Figvre 2-4
2-2

1) Turn the "R.F. CHANNEL" switch to

tion "1."
RESTRICTED

posi-
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Figvre 2-7

(2) Turn

the

Porogroph 3

Figvre 2-lO

"FUNCTION" switch to position

"4."

(5) Turn the "COARSE DELAY" control
maximum clockwise position.

to its

Figure 2-I I

Figure 2-8

(3) Turn the'PRR" (pulse recurrence rate) switch
to position "H."

(6) Turn the "FINE DELAY" control to its maximum clockwise position.

Figure 2-12

(7) Turn the power supply on, by rotating

(4)

the

"RECEIVER GAIN" conttol in a clockwise direction
and see that the pilot lamp lights. rWait four to, five

Figure 2-9
Turn the "STATION" switch to position "O."

minutes

RESTRICTED

fot the set to warm

up.
2-3
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Figure 2-15

Figure 2-13

(8)

Observe the trace on the indicator screen.

Figvre 2-17
Figure

2-l4

(9) If not trace has appeared, adjust the "BRILL"
on the left side panel of the

screw driver control

receiver-indicator until

^

trace appears.

Figvre 2-18
Figure
(

10)

If

2-l5

the trace is blurred, adiust the "FOCUS"

screw driver control on the panel on the left side of the
receiver-indicator until the trace is sharp and clear.
2-4

R

(f 1) If the trace amplitude is incorrect (that is, if
the length of the trace is too long or too short) adjust
the "SLOTI S\U7EEP AMPL." screw driver control on
the left side until the tace covers approximately the
diameter of the screen.

ESTRI CT ED
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Figure 2-19

(12) If the trace is not

Figure 2-22

centered horizontally, a4CENT." screw driver con-

just the "SLOI7 S\7EEP H.
trol on the left hand side until it is properly centered.
Repeat and coordinate (11) and (12) until the amplitude and centering of the trace is correct.

Figure 2-23
(

14)

\fith

the "PRR" switch set to position

"fL"

colunt three 5oo0-microsecond intervals between the extreme right and left ends of the trace.

CAUTION

If the number of intervals counted in ( 15) and
(16) are incotect reject the receiver transmitter and return to maintenance shop for

Figvre 2-2O

proper alignment.

If it is imperative that the

defective unit be placed in operation immediately refer to section lY, paragraphs I and 2
for propet instruction.

Figvre 2-21

(13) If the trace is not centered vertically, adjust
the "VERT. CENT." control on the left side of the
receiver-indicator until the trace is correctlv centered.
RESTRICTED

Figwe 2-24
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(15) Turn the "PRR" switch to position "L" and
cownt four 5oo0-microsecond intervals between the extreme right and left ends of the trace.

Figvre 2-28
Figvre 2-25
(

(18) . . . Slowly turn the "COARSE DELAY HMIN." control on the dght hand side of the
receiver-indicator to a point slightly beyond where the

PRR.

16) Count fioe l000-microsecond intervals between

the 5ooo-microsecond markers.

variable delay marker disappears.

Figure 2-29

Figvre 2-25

(17) Turn the "PRR"

switch to position

"H."

( 19) \7ith the "PRR" switch set at "H;" turn the
"COARSE DELAY" knob to the maximum counterclockwise position; the variable delay marker now appears on the trace. Count the l00o-microsecond intervals

between the variable delay marker and the extreme right
hand end of the trace.

Figure 2-27

If

the variable delay marker appears on the trace,

with the "COARSE DELAY" and "FINE DELAY" controls in their exfteme clockwise position . . .
2-6

RESTRICTED

Figure 2-3O
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(2O) lf. this time interval is more than 12,000 or
less than 1O,5OO microseconds, adjust the "COARSE
DELAY H-PRR MAX." control on the right hand side
until the delay marker appears between 11,000 and
11,500 microseconds. Repeat ( 18) to (20) until the
delay range is correct.

(23')

Porogroph 3

n,n,, ,,,,1'tru,l;itt,

more than rr,oo0

microseconds or less than 12,000 microseconds, adjust
the "COARSE DELAY L-PRR MAX." on the right hand
side of the receiver-indicator until the delay marker appears between 13,500 and 14,000 microseconds. Repeat
(21'), (22\, and (23) until the delay range is correct.

Figure 2-31

(21) If the variable delay marker appears on the
trace with the "PRR" switch set at position "L," with
the "COARSE DELAY" and "FINE DELAY" controls
in their extreme clockwise positions, slowly turn the
"COARSE DELAY L-PRR. MIN." control on the right
hand side of the receiver-indicator to a point slightly
beyond where the delay marker disappears.
Figure 2-34

(24) Turn the "FUNCTION" switch to position

Figure 2-32

(22) Turn the "COARSE DELAY" knob to

Figwe 2-35
the

maximum countefclockwise position and count the 1OO0microsecond intervals between the variable delay marker
and the extreme right hand end of the trace.

(25\ lf not trace appears, adjust the "BRILL."
screw driver control on the left hand side of the receiverindicator until the trace appears. Readjust the "FOCUS"

control until the trace is sharp and clear.
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Figure 2-36

Figure 2-38

Sigcrr* ?-37

(26) The pattern on the indicator screen should
appear as illustrated in figure 2-36.\f the trace amplitude
is incorrect (that is, if the length of the irace is too long
or too short), adjust the "FA. S\7. AMPL." screw driver

control on the right hand side of the receiver-indicator
until the traces assume a notmal length.
2-8

(27') To center the traces horizontally, adjust the
"FA. SrUf. H. CENT." screw driver control on the left
hand side of the receiver-indicatot until the traces are

in figure 2-36. Repeat and
coordinate (26) and (27) until the amplitude and the
centering of the traces is correct.

propedy centered as shown
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CAUTION

counted in (30)
through (33\ ate incorrect reject the receivertransmitter and return to maintenance shop for
proper alignment. If it is imperative that the
defective unit be placed in operation immediately refer to section IV, pamgraphs I and 2

If the number of intervals

N

for proper insttuction.

(34)

Count the number of 5O-microsecond intervals

between the cross hair and the first "STATION" rate
marker. Repeat this operation for the other "STATION"
rate settings, "1" to "7" inclusive. The counts observed
must agree with the table as shown below. Figure 2-36

'igure 2-39
(28) If the heights of the markers do not permit
easy identification, adiugt the "MARKER AMPL." control on the left hand side of the receiver-iodicator.

shows a Station Rate

of "6."

I?STATION''

50-

Rate Stttitcb
Setting

Microsecond
Interoals
8

0
I

6

2
j

)

4

4

5

t

6

2

I

(35) $fith the "STATION" rate switch set at sti"4,"
move the "RIGHT-LEFT" switch to right and
tion
count two 5o-microsecond intervals between the cross
hair and the'first "STATION" rate marker.

Figvre 2-4O
(29> lf the position of the cross hair in relation to
the upper trace is not propedy iocated, adiust the
"CROSS HAIR" screw driver control on the left hand
side of the receiver-indicator until the spacing between
the two ttaces is as shown in figure 2-36.
(30) Read the lower trace and count five lo-microsecond intervals between the 50-microsecond matkers

in figute 2-36.
(31) Read the upper trace and count two

as

shown

second intervals between
as shown

in figve

50-micro-

the l00-microsecond markets

2-36.

(32) Read the upper trace and count five lOOthe 500' microsecond

microsecond intervals between
markers as shown in figure 2-36.

Figvre 2-41

(33) Read the upper trace and count two
microsecond intervals between
markers as shown in frgure 2-36.

the

500lOOO-mictosecond

REgTRICTED

(36) Turn the "FUNCTION" switch to position
2-9
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Figvre 2-42

(37) \fith the "FINE DELAY" control set at its
maximum clockwise position, turn the "COARSE DELAY" control until the variable delay marker is between
5OO0 and 55OO microseconds, and make an approximate
reading of the indicated time difference.

Figvre 2-45

"5r"

(40) Turn the "FUNCTION" switch to position
and complete the reading of the indicated time

difierence.

Figure 2-43

Figwe 2-46

(38) Turn the "FUNCTION" switch to position
"5," and complete the reading of the indicated time

(41) Using the readings obtained in (38) and
(40), the difference in microseconds should not be less
than 700 microseconds. nor more than 1500 microseconds. If outside these limits, adjust the "FINE DELAY"
screw driver adjustment to provide a 950-microsecond
range as measured in (37) to (40) inclusive.

difierence.

'

Figvre 2-44

(39) Turn the "FUNCTION" switch to position 4.
Turn the "FINE DELAY" control to the maximum
counterclockwise position. Make an approximate reading
of the indicated time difference.

2-ro
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(42) Turn the "FUNCTION" switch to position

1.
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(45) To check the amplitude balance of the receiver-indicator, set the "FUNCTION" switch to position "2." Turn "GAIN" control to its maximum clockwise pc-sition. Observe the pattern on the indicator tube
watching the grass on the traces as the "AMPLITUDE
BALANCE" control is rotated first in one direction and
then the other. The grass should disappear from one
trace at one limit of rotation and from the other trace at
the other limit. The action of the contol should be
smooth over its range.

Figvre 2-48

(43') Tsrn the "RECEIVER
maximum clockwise position.

GAIN" control to the

Figwe 2-51

(46) Turn the "FUNCTION" switch to position
"3," and observe the trace on the indicator screen.

Figwe 2-49

(44)
screen

Observe the height of the "grass" on the
of the receiver-indicator, and note that the space

between the "grass" at the upper and lower trace is not
more than shown in the above illustration. Turn the
"R.F. CHANNEL" switch to positions 2, 3, and,4, and

at each position, note thar the "grass" amplitude is not
less than shown in the above illustration (approximately
r/a inch).

Figvre 2-52

(47) Turn the "FUNCTION" switch to position
"6," and observe the trace on the indicator screen.

Figure 2-50

Figure 2-53
RESTRICTED
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(48) Attach and clamp the antenna cable to the
d,. Check a-c supply voltage between pin I and pin 3,
if tt5-volt supply is used. If 80-volt supply is used, check
"ANTENNA" connector of the receiver-indicator.
between pin 1 and pin 2.
CAUTION

will result if pins 1
and 3 ate not used with 1t5-volt supply or
pins 1 and 2 with 8o-volt supply.
Damage to the equipment

e. Turn equipment off.
l. \7hen the supply voltage is found to be cotrect and
connected to the proper pins, replace fuse. Check both
operating and spare fuses for proper value: two amperes
for 115-volt operation, and three amperes for 80-volt
opefation.

g. Turn equipment on and check to see that pilot light
is on and that ffaces appear on the cathode ray tube.
b. Tutn equipment off.
Figure 2-54

(49) Turn the equipment I'OFF" by turning the
"RECEMR GAIN" control knob to "PO\7ER OFF."

4. AFTER-INSTALLATION

TEST.

a. Remove operating fuse.
&. Remove cover from power Plug PL-166.
c. Turn power switch on "RECEIVER-GAIN" control.

2-t2

i. See that the metal braid of the antenna cable is well
bonded to the frame of the aircraft near the knife switch
and that the center conductor is attached to the knife
portion of the knife switch.
l. \fith an ohmmeter check the antenna cable to see
that the center conductor is not shorted to ground.
A.

See

that the visor is securely in place.

l. Check to see that the ground strap of shock mount
is well bonded to the frame of the aircraf.t.
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OPERATTOTI
IMPORTANT
Correct results will be given by this equipment
if the counter and station rates are in correct adjustments. If the receiver-indicator cannot be synchronized with the ground stations,
the expected stations are not received, or the
"fix" does not correspond with the expected
location; check the counter and station rates as
directed in section IV, paragraph 1.

only

r.

STARTING AND STOPPING EQUIPMENT.
a. TO START EQUIPMENT.-Figures 3-I to 1-4
illustrate receiver-indicator "ON" Procedure..
Figure 3-3

(3)

"DRIFT" conrol at its center position
of rotation. This is necessary onlv for equipment which
is being operated for the first time. After operation, the
Set the

control remains

Figure

(1)

Set the

in the position

where

it

was last used.

3-l

"AMPLITUDE BALANCE" control at

its center position of rotation.

Figure 3-4

Figure 3-2

(2\

Set the

"FINE DELAY" control at its center

position of rotation.

(4) Turn the "RECEIVER GAIN" conrol clockwise until the "STATION" rate identification (pilot
light) illuminates. Wait at least five minutes to allow
the equipment to warm up.
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Figure 3-7. Indicsted Order of Wsve Pofhs
Figure 3-5-Rec.eiver-fndicolor "OFF" Procedure

b, To sToP EQUIPNIEI{T
( 1) Turn the "RECEIVER GAII{" control to
"'Po$rER oFF" and check to see rhat the pilot light is
not illuminated and that the patern on the indicator

_ During reception of ground waves accompanied by
sky waves, it i3 extremely important for the operator to
distinguish ground waves frbm sky waves, u.ra to use
only the corresponding ground taaae signals in each
train of multiple

signals.

screen has disappeared.

2.

OPERATION.

a. GENERAL.-The signals received by the receiverindicator may be either ground waves, sky waves, or
ground and sky waves. This depends upon the location
of the airplane in relation to the LORAN transmitting
stations and whether reception is made during duy or
night. Figure 3-6 shows the paths of ground waves and
sky waves.

2

N

IST

D

LAY

ER

LAYER

.,F''

3-8. Ground snd Sky Wsve Signols
t3l
"
-Ps5ilion
Figure 3..8 shows the multiple signals resulting
from simultaneous reception of ground waves and sky
waves. The ground *urr. will always be the pulse preFigure

..E]J

ceding a rnultiplicity of sky waves and the operator must
match the ground wave of one train of signals with the
corresponding ground wave of the other train of signals.

A characteristic of sky waves to be observed is that
will have a tendency to fade; that is, their
height will tend ro vary while a ground wave will re-

TRANSMITTER

the sky wave

Figure

3-6.

W sve Polhs

The operator rvill notice that the ground wave path
) is the most direc-t parh betweer: the transmitting
station and the airplane, u'hile the sk)' \n/aves follow a
longer path dependirg uporl the number of reflections
from the ionsphere and the ground during the parh of
travel between the transmitti.g station and the airplane.
The sk.\'lvave path reflected from the first las,er of the
ionsprhere ( bluc ) i.s the next most direct path berween
the trilnsnlitting sration ancl the airplane. 81, comparing
figr"rrc 3-6 and figure 3-7, sce the relationship between
tlre paths of the various \,vAves and the order in which
thev appcar on the indicator scr€ren.

main relatively constant in height. Another characteristic
of sky waves is that they tend to split.

Note

( red

3-2

During intervals when proper timing of the
ground stations is being maintained, the stations will k.y their pulses continuously; accurate readings cannot, be made while either of
the pulses of a pair of stations is blinking.
b, OPERATION STITH GROUND $rAVES.
(1) TDENTTFTCATTON OF LORAN STATTONS.
Figures 3-9 to 3-13 are for receiver-indicator operation,
identification of LORAN srations.
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Figure 3-12

Figure 3-9

(a) Referring to the approximate geographical
location of the airplane, on LORAN charts, determine
which "R.F. CHANNEL-PRR" rate, and "STATION"
rate to use and set the corresponding contfols accordingly.

(c,) Rotate the "RECEIVER GAIN" control
clockwise until the received signals appear on the indicator screen. If the proper "R.F. CHANNEL-PRR," and
"STATION" rate control settings have been selected,
one pair of received signals should be stationary, or
neady stationary on the horizontal traces.

Figure 3-10

(b)

Set the

"FUNCTION" switch at position l.
Figure 3-13

(d) If required to correct a slight movement,
turn the "DRIFT" control until the received sigoals are
stationary. If none of the received signals remain stationary, consult the LORAN charts, and select another
pair of LORAN stations. The positions of the "R.F.
CHANNEL-PRR," and "STATION" rate conuols must
be reset to conform with this new selection of LORAN
stations.

(2)

TTMTNG OF RECETVER - TNDTCATOR.

-

Figures 3-14 to 3-24 are for receiver-indicator operation,

Figure 3-l I

timing of receiver-indicator.
RESTRICTED
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Figvre 3-17

3-l4
(a) After the drift of the received signals has
been stopped, if both signals do not appear on the louer
Figure

to right or left,
as required, to place both signals on the lower trace.
trace, turn the "RIGHT-LEFT" switch

"2;'

(d.) Turn the "FUNCTION" switch to posrtron

Figure 3-15

Figvre 3-18

(b) With both received

signals located ori the
lower trace, turn the "RIGHT-LEFT" switch to the left
until the received signal appearing at the left moves to
the extreme left end of the lower trace If necessary, make

a closer setting of the "DRIFT" control to hold the
signal at this position.

(

e

) lt the received signals in the upper and lower

of the same height and correct amplitude,
adiust the "RECEMR GAIN" and "AMPLITUDE
BALANCE" controls.
traces are not

Figure 3-l 6

(c) Adjust the "COARSE DELAY" control until
the variable delay marker is placed under the received
signal appearing to the rigbt.
3-4
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Figure 3-22

Figure 3-2O'

(l) Tvn the "RIGHT-LEFT"

switch to the left
until the signals on each trace ate moved to the left. If
the received signals d.rift, adjwt the "DRIFT" conuol
until movement ceases. Turn the "RIGHT-LEFT" switch
to left or right until the signals are located in the required position.

(b) Turr, the "FUNCTION" switch to position
"3." The upper and lower traces now will be superim-

posed and the received signals should be coincident. If
the received signals do not coincide, as illustrated above,

(9 If the received signals are not lined up one
directly over the other as in the above illustration, adjust
the "FINE DELAY" control until one signal is directly
over the other as shown in the illustration below.

*

.G
"$;'t

wi
.&f,:

Figure 3-23

Figure 3-21

If

the signals do. not line up as in the above

adiust the "FINE DELAY" control and the "AMPLITUDE BALANCE" control until the signals do coincide. If the received signals drift, adjust the "DRIFT"
control until movement ceases, Turn the "RIGHTLEFT" switch to the left or right positions as required
until the signals are located in the required position as
shown in the illustration below.

illusuation and the "FINE DELAY" control has reached
the limits of its maximum clockwise rotation, slowly
turn the "COARSE DELAY" control counterclockwise
until the signal on the lower trace iumps one step to the
right. The signals can now be lined up by turning the
"FINE DELAY" control counterclockwise. If the signals
do not line up as in (f ) above and the "FINE DELAY"
control has reached the limit of its maximum counterclockwise rotation, turn the "FINE DELAY" control to

its

maximum clockwise position. Slowly

turn

the

"COARSE DELAY" control clockwise until the signal
on the lowet race jumps one step to the left. The signal
on the lower trace can now be lined up with the signal

on the ppper trace by turning the "FINE DELAY"
control counterclockwise.

Figwe 3-24
RESTRICTED
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If the "PRR" switch has been set at position
"L," the length of the trace on the indicator screen will
be divided into four 5,o0O-microsecond intervals, each
5,0OO-microsecond interval subdivided into fioe L,OOO-

Note
Matching by superposition is not possible when
one or both signals are weak compared to the
noise level. The operator must mentally average the fluctuating signals and match the averages. This operation is often most easily Performed with the "FUNCTION" switch turned

microsecond intervals.

to position "6."

(3) INDICATED TIME DIFFERENCE

BE-

TWEEN SIGNALS.-Figures 3-2J to 3-34 ate for receiver-indicator operation, timing of receiver-indicator.
CAUTION
To avoid serious errors, do not change the setting of any controls except the function switch.
Figvre 3-27

(b) The position of the variable delay marker on
the trace depends upon the time difference of the received signals. Measure the indicated time difterence by
counting the number of looo-microsecond intervals from
the extreme right end of the trace (O microsecond) to
the nearest l,000-microsecond marker to the right of the
sharp edge of the variable delay marker. Estimate the
remaining distance in microseconds between this 1,000microsecond marker and the sharp edge of the variable
delay marker to furnish a check on the final reading.
The above illustration indicates a reading of approximately 6,250 microseconds. This reading will be within
plus or minus 250 microseconds of the correct value.

Figure 3-25

(a) Tvn the "FUNCTION" switch to position
*4." A single trace divided into 5,ooo- and 1,ooo-microsecond intervals should appear on the indicator screen.
If th; "PRR" switch has been set to position "H," the
length of the trace will be divided into tbree 5,OOO-

\c

microsecond intervals, each 5,0O0-microsecond interval
subdivided into fioe l,000-microsecond intervals.

Figure 3-28
CAUTION
Make separate notes of the resultant reading;
that is, note the number of complete 1,000microsecond intervals in one column and note
the estimated number of microseconds in the
remaining indicated time difierence in anothet
column.

Figvre 3-26
3-6
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Figvre 3-29

(c) Turn the "FUNCTION" switch to position
"5." Two traces should appear on the indicator screen;
the upper trace divided into 10, 5O-; 1OO-, 500-, and
l,Ooo-rnicrosecond intervals and the lower trace divided
into 1O- and 5o-microsecond intervals. The cross hair

used for reading the indicated time difierence appears
on the lower trace and is always the 5o-microsecond

R

marker located approximately 4o to 70 microseconds
from the left hand termination of the trace. Another 5omicrosecond marker usually appears to the left of the
cross hair. Do not confuse this marker with the cross
hair. (See fig.3-29.\ Step (b) resulted in a reading within 25O microseconds of the correct value, It is now possible to obtain a reading to within one microsecond by
proceeding as follows.

ESTR I CT ED
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Figure 3-30

(d.) Locate the first l,ooo-microsecond markef on
the upper trace wlose rcading point is to the rigbt of
the cross hair. (The above illustration shows two 1,OOOmicrosecond markers, A and B. It is extremely important
whenever marker A is the first l,000-microsecond marker
to the right of the cross hair, that the reading point of
this marker is always the point from which measurements are made.) This l,Ooo-microsecond marker is the
same marker that completed the last l,000-microsecond

Aluays

ad.d. 100 microsecond.s

to tbe total fne

reading. This will bring the above figute to a final total
of 6,125 microseconds, which represents the indicated

time differerte.
Note
The following examples of possible indicated
time difierence explains (a) through (l).
I. EXAMPLE 1.

intetval rcad in (b).
(e) Now locate the first lo-microsecond marker
on the upper trace to the right of the cross hair. The time
interval between this l0-microsecond marker and the
reading point of the 1,0O0-microsecond marker identified
in (d) is read by counting the intervals indicated by the
500-, 100-, 50-, and l0-microsecond markers. In the above
illustration, this reading indicates a value of 20 microseconds.

(f) Estimate the interval between the cross hair
and the first lo-microsecond marker on the upper trace
to the right of the cross hair. The above illustration indicates a value for this interval of approximately five
microseconds. The reading now obtained is the total of
three readings.
lst

(b) :6,OOO

(e) :
Ztd
(l) :
3rd
Total
3-8

microseconds

2O microseconds

5 microseconds
6.025 microsecorids

Figure 3-31

"FUNCTION" switch at position "A;'-The

above illustration indicates a reading of 6 complete
l,O0O-microsecond intervals (6,OOO microseconds) plus
an estimate of approximately 75O microseconds for the
remaining interval.
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IMPORTANT
Master both examples 1 and 2 as they develop

important points relative to time readings.

Figwe 3-32

With the "FUNCTION" switch at position
a fine reading of 762 microseconds to which 1OO
microseconds must be added is indicated, making a total
fine reading of s6z microseconds. rJ7hen this amount is
added to the number of complete l,OOO-microsecond

"5i'

Figure

3-33.

intervals read in "FUNCTION" switch position "4," the

6nal total is 6,862 microseconds. The estimated interval
(750 microseconds) read in position "4" is supplanted
by a finer reading of 862 microseconds.

Funclion Switch
RESTRICTED
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Figvre

3-34.

Funclion Switch

ol Posilion "5"

2. EXAMPLE 2.-A reading of 7 complete
l,0OO-mictosecond intervals (7,0O0 microseconds), with
a remaining interval too small to be estimated, is illus-

added only the number of microseconds exceeding
read in the fine total reading.

trated in &gure 3-33.
The above illustration (fi9. 3-3 ) indicates a
fine reading of 938 microseconds to which 1oo microseconds must be added, making a total fine reading of
1,038 microseconds. $Thenever the total fine reading exceeds 1,OoO microseconds, normally only that nuinber of
microseconds over 1,oOO is added to the number of complete tpoo-microsecond intervals read in position "4."
In this instance, instead of adding 1,038 microseconds to
the reading obtained in position "4," the final reading is

"5" is /ess than

microseconds plus 38, or 7,038 mictoseconds. The
estimated interval (1OO microseconds) read in position
"4," is supplanted by a finer reading of 38 microseconds.
However, if on "FUNCTION" switch position "4," the
losition of the variable delay marker appears to be coincident with a l,ooo-microsecond marker, thereby making
7,OOO

it

difficult to ascertain the number of complete 1,ooo-

microsecond intervals, the operator should make a read-

ing in "FUNCTION" switch position "5."
If the total fine reading obtained in position
"5" exceeds 1,ooo microseconds, it indicates that the
variable delay marker in position "4" is actually to the
left of the l,,oo0-microsecond marker to which it appeared coincident. The operator can now ascertain the
number of complete l,O0O-microsecond intervals indicated in "FUNCTION" switch position "4." To this
number of complete l,O0o-microsecond intervals must be
3-10

If

1,OOO

the total fine reading obtained in position
1,OOO

microseconds,

it

indicates that the

variable delay marker in "FUNCTION" switch position
4 is actually to the right of the 1,000 microsecond delay
marker to which it appeared coincident. The operator is
now able to compute the correct number of complete
l,Oo0-microsecond intervals. To -this amount, ado. the
total fine reading obtained in "FUNCTION" switch

position "5."
The final reading obtained in positions "4"
and

"5" should approximate the total estimated

reading

made in position "4."

(g) tDfuith the true value of the indicated time difference established,-locate the position of the airplane

on one LORAN line of position by referring to the
LORAN charts. The entire operation procedure as described in section III, paragraph 2, must now be repeated
to establish the second LORAN line of position. The
intersection of the two LORAN lines of position "fixes"
the position of the airplane.
c. OPERATION WITH GROUND WAVES
ACCOMPANIED BY SKY IUr'AVES.
(1) During operation, multiple signal reception
often occurs due to the reception of both ground waves

and sky waves. Figure 3-7 shows the pulses as they might
appear on the indicator screen in "FUNCTION" switch

position "1."
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(2) The operation of the receiver-indicator, during
the reception of ground waves accompanied by sky
waves, is exactly the same as outlined in section III,
paragraph 2b.

Figvre

3-37. Sky Wove

Signols

-

Position .,2,'

To ascertain that the sky waves selected to

Figure

3-35. Ground ond Sky Wove
Pesili6n "1"
-

Signols

(3)

Figure 3-35 shows the pattern of ground waves

in "FUNCTION" switch position "2."
Note that the train of signals on the upper tace has
essentially the same shape and characteristics as the train
of signals on the lower trace.
() To ascertain that the ground waves as shown
in figure 2-35 actually are the direct signals from the
transmitting station, move both trains of signals to the
right side of the indicator screen by the use of the
"RIGHT-LEFT" switch, and observe that no other signals appear to the left of the selected ground wave signal.
(5) Turn the "RECEIVER GAIN" control clockwise and observe that no other signal appears preceding
and sky waves

the selected ground wave signal.

I.

OPERATION $rITH SKY WAVES.
(1) During operation with sky waves only, it is
extremely important that the operator matches the first
sky waves preceding each train of sky waves. Figure 3-36
illustrates sky wave trains as they appear with "FUNCTION" switch at position 1.
. (2) In "FUNCTION" switch position 2, the sky
wave trains will appear as shown in frgure 3-37.

Figure

3-36.

Sky Wave Signols

-

be

matched are the first received sky wave signals, the
operator should follow the instructions as outlined in
section III, paragraph 2b. Sky fraves tend to split and
this makes matching of the selected sky waves difficult.
The following illustrations show half a cycle of splitting
during which the leading edge of the pulse indicition is
distorted, as it might be observed with .the "FUNC-

TION" switch in positions "2," '3," or "6."

(3) For the purpose of clarity, the sky waves which
are not used have been omitted from the following illustrations and only the first sky wave is shown, since it is
the only sky wave used for matching.

Figures 3-38 to 3-4O are dangerous pulse splitting
examples. Figure 3-8 shows the character of a signal
pulse at the beginning of a splitting cycle. Figure 3-39
shows its character as it may appear shortly afterwards
in the middle of the splitting cycle, and finally figure
3-40 shows the climax when the leading edge has completely disappeared. The character of the received pulses

will next successively assume the form they had in the
middle and the beginning of the splitting cycle and
return to normal.
(4) Another type of splitting is characterized by
the fact that the trailing edges of the pulses are distorted
in the same manner described above.

pssifien ..f ,'
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(5) \f/ith either type of splitting the

operator
should study its character until he has a correct mental
picture of the normal pulse shapes, in order to match the
pulses correctly. This is extremely important since tbe

Figvre 3-41
(

1) Turn the "F[INCTtrON" switch to

position

Figvre 3-39

at tbe climax as sboun in figure )-40 and, the
coanterpart lor the otber type ol splitting rcsemblb
normal pulses, but if they are matched without regard
to missing part of the pulses, serious errors will result in
the reading of the indicated time difierence.
pulses

'

Figvre 3-42

(z) The above illustration shows the relationship
of the received signals that must be maintained in order
to fly the airplane along the LORAN Iine of position
which coincides with the plotted course of the airplane.
In order to maintain the above relationship, it may be
necessary to periodically adjust "RECEIVER GAIN,"
"AMPLITUDE BALANCE," "DRIFT," and "RIGHTLEFT" controls. It is advisable to check the indicated
time difference occasionally to insure that the proper
LORAN line is being navigated.

Figvre 3-40
e. NAVIGATION ALONG A LORAN LINE OF
POSITION.-Figures 3-4t to 3-44 are for receiver-indicator operation, navigation along a "LORAN" line of
position. If the reading obtained as ourlined in the above
operational procedures fixes the airplane on a LORAN
line of position that coincides with the airplane's plotted
coutse, the operator may employ the receiver-indicator
to fly this coufse by following the steps enumerated
below.

CAUTION
To avoid serious errors, do not change the setting of coarse and fine delay controls during
this operation.
3-12

Figure 3-43
RESTRICTED
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If the relation of the received signals on the indicator screen changes, as shown in figure 3-43, the opetator then is aware that the ground track of the airplane
has deviated from the selected course.

(3)

The pilot can change the heading of the air-

to the left or to right until the received
signals on the indicator screen move back to the required
and original position as shown in (2). The movement of
plane eithet

Porogroph 2

oPeaafon 70 Attol:
-totD cwate lo

cotsTafrl conass
ltEAdltua..

the received signal appearing on the indicator screen
does not inform the operator whether the course of the
airplane must be corrected to the right or left, but if ,
hfter the heading of the airplane has been changed and
the received signals continue to drift apart, the operator
knows that the airplane headiog must be changed to the
opposite direction until the received signals assume the
correct relation. (See frg.3-44.\

R
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ETERGE]ICY OPERATTOil
I.

A]ID

REPAIR

CHECK OF COUNTER. AND STATION
SELECTOR ADJUSTMENTS.

Operating results will be correct only if the counter
and station rates are adjusted correctly. If the receiverindicator cannot be gynchronized with the ground stations, the expected stations are not received, ar the fx
does not correspond with the expected location, check
the cottntet and 'station rates as follows i

a. COUNTER INDICATIONS.-Figures 4-1 to 4-9
are receiver-indicator indications for corect timing,
countef indications.

Figvre 4-3

(3)

Count tbree

5,OOO

-microsecond intervals beof the trace.

tween the extreme right and left ends

Figure

4-l
Figvre 4-4

(1) Turn the "FUNCTION" switch to position "4."

(4) Count fiue l,O0D-microsecond intervals between
the 5.Ooo-microsecond markers.

Figure 4-2

(2) Turn the "PRR"

switch to position

Figure 4-5

(5) Turn

"H."
a

4-o

RESTRICTED

the

"PRR" switch to position "L."
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Figvre 4-6

(6) Count four 5,Ooo-microsecond intervals between
the extreme right and left ends of the trace.

Figwe 4-7
( Z ) Couni I ae l,O}O-microsecond intervals between
the 5,Ooo-microsecond markers,

Figure 4-8

(8) Turn the "FUNCTION" switch to position "5."
RESTRICTED
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Figure 4-9

(9) Count f.oe l0-microsecond

intervals between

5o-microsecond markers on the lower trace.

(10) Count tuo

50-microsecond intervals between

loo-microsecond markers on the upper trace.

(11) Count fioe L00-microsecond intervals between
5oo-microsecond markers on the upper trace.

(12) Count tuo 500-microsecond intervals between
l,Ooo-microsecond markers on the upper trace.
Note
The operator must become thoroughly familiat
with the above counter indications, so that he
may, during operations, notice any deviations
from the correct indications outlined above.

Figvre 4-lO

,.

STATION FEED-BACK RATES.-Figures 4-10 to
4-LL ate receiver-indicator indications for correct timing,
station feed-back rates-

4-2

(

"5."

R

ESTRI CTED

1) Turn the "FUNCTION" switch to

position

R

ESTRI CTE D
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Figure 4-l I

(2) Observe the "STATION" rate markers on the
lower trace. Set the "STATION" rate switch at "0" and
count the number of 5o-microsecond intervals between
the cross hair and the first "STATION" rate marker.
Repeat this operation for "STATION" rate settings "1"
to "7," inclusive. The counts observed must agree with

Note

If

during flight, these indications show a faulty
count or station rate adjustment or if the
"LEFT-RIGHT'j switch action is unsatisfactory
with the "FUNCTION" switch at position
"1r" the operator should refer to section IV,

the table below.
,,STATIoN''
Rate Sroilch
Setting
o

paragraph 2.

2.

50-

Microsecond.

lnteroals

The following adjustments are to made only after the
operator has checked section lY, paragraph 1, and has
found that the equiprirent does not function propedy.

a

I

7

2

6

3

)

4

4

EMERGENCY ADJUSTMENT.

a. COUNTER ADJUSTMENTS.-Figutes 4-I2 to 4l6 are for receiver-indicator emergency operation counter
adjustments.

Note

3

6

2

7

1

(3) \tfith the "STATION" rate switch set at position "4," move the "RIGHT-LEFT" switch to right and
count the two 5o-microsecond intervals between the cross
hair and the first "STATION" rate marker.
(4) Repeat the above (2) and (3) with the ..pRR"
switch set at the "H" and "L" position.
RESTRICTED

These are step adjustments in which the count
changes in steps as the screw driver adjustment
is moved. When making adjustments, attempt
to set the control in the center of the range
which produces the correct count. Make these

adjustments only if certain that the count is
incorrect. Only the correct count shoald be ad.-

iusted. Tbe set sbould. be realigned. in a maintenance sbop as soon as possible after tbese
ad.iustments baae been mad.e.
4-3
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l'igvre 4-14

Figvre 4-12

(1) THREE

INTERVAL

(3) FIVE

t,o0o - MICROSECOND INTERVAL

',OOO-MICROSECOND
"FUNCTION" switch at position
COUNT.-\(/ith the
"4," the "PRR" switch at "H," "STATION" rate at
"0," and the "COARSE DELAY" control set at its maximum clockwise position, adjust the 'D" screw driver

COUNT.-\(/ith the "FUNiCTION" switch at position
"4," adiust the "C" screw- driver control on the front
panel until five l,ooo-microsecond intervals appear be-

control on the front panel until three 5,OO0-microsecond

tween the 5.000-microsecond markers.

intervals appear between the extreme right and left ends
of the trace.

Figure 4-l 5

Figure 4-13

(2) l'ouR

5,ooo - MICROSECOND

INTERVAL

COUNT.-$fith the "FUNCTION" switch at position
"4," and the "PRR" switch turned to "L," adjust the
"E" screw driver control on the front panel until four
5,000-microsecond intervals appear between the extreme
right and left ends of the trace.
4-4

(4)

IO-MICROSECOND INTERVAL COLINT.-

Set the "FUNCTION" switch to position "5," adjust
the "A" screw driver control on the front panel, until
five l0-microsecond intervals aPPear between the 5Omicrosecond markers.

RESTRICTED

RESTRICTED
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hair and the first "BRILLIANCE" rnarker on the lower
trace. If this adjustment is not possible, center the adjustment of the controls as outlined in section IV, paragraph
2a(l) to (5) inclusive. The "FUNCTION" switch is set
at position "5" for this adjustment.

(4) Vhen "STATION"
peat

(3)

rate

"3" is incorfect, reIf a correct count is

as described directly above.

not produced, center the conffols as described in section

IV, pamgraph 2a(l) to (5)

inclusive.

cigure 4-16

(5) 10o-MTCROSECOND INTERVAL COLTNT.
!/ith the "FUNCTION" switch set to position "5,"
adjust the "8" screw driver control on the front panel

until five l0o-microsecond intervals appear between the
5oo-microsecond markers.

,.

to

STATION RATE ADJUSTMENTS.-Figures 4-r7
4-19 are fot receiver-indicator emergency operation

station rate adiustments.
'When the "STATION"

rate switch settings do not
agree with the 5o-microsecond interval counts as listed
in section IV, paragraph tb(2), the following adjust-

will be necessary.
(1) \fzhen "STATION
is incorrect, cenrer
the controls as described in "COUNTER ADJUSTMENTS," section IV, paragraph za(I) to (5)inclusive.
(2) When "STATION
is incorect, center the controls as described in "COUNTER ADJUSTMENTS," section IY,paragraphza(t) to (5) inclusive.
ments

Figure 4-18

(5) $fhen "STATION" rute 4 is incorrect, adjust
the "4" screw driver control on the front panel until
there are four 50-microsecond intervals between the cross
hair and the first station rate marker on the lower trace.
The "FUNCTION" switch is set at position "5" for this
adjustment. If this adiustment is not possible, center the
adjustment of the controls as described in section IV,
paragraph 2a(l) to (5) inclusive.
(6) When."STATION" rate 5 is incorrect, repeat
(5) as described directly above. If a correct count is not
produced, center the controls as described in section IV,
paragraph za(L) to (5) inclusive.

Figure 4-17

(3) When "STATION

Figvre 4-19

is incorrect, ad-

just the "2" screw driver control on the front panel until
there are six 5o-microsecond intervals between the cross

(7) When "STATION"

rate

"6" is incorrect, ad-

just the "6" screw driver conrol on the front panel until

RESTRICTED
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there are two 5o-microsecond intervals between the cross
hair and the 6rst "STATION- rate marker on the lower
trace. If this adjustment is not possible, center the adjustment of the controls as oudined in section IV, paragraph

"5," and adjust the "BRILL." screw
driver control on the panel on the left side of the
receiver-indicator until the trace aPPears.
switch to position

2a(l) to (5) inclusive. The "F[.INCTION" switch is set
at position "5" for this adjustment.
(8) $7hen "STATION" rate "7" is incottect, repeat (7) as described directly above. If the correct count
is not produced, centei the adjustment of the controls as
described in section lY, patagtaph za(t) to (5) inclusive.

Figore

4-22.

"FOCUS" Screw Driver Adiustmenl

e. FOCUS CONTROL.-If the tace is blurred, with
the "FUNCTION" switch in position 5, adjust the "FOCUS" screw driver contol on the panel on the left side
Figure

4-2O. "R-f," Screw Dfiver Adiuslrnent

c. RIGHT-LEFT CONTROL.-If the right action of
the "RIGHT-LEFT" switch is unsatisfactory with the
"FUNCTIONI' switch set at position "1," adjust the
"R-L" screw driver adiustment on the front panel until
the right action is satisfactory, using signals for indications. The LORAN ground signal may be the bource
of these signals, or if Test Set TS-251/UP is available it

of the receiver-indicator until the trace is sharp and clear.
l. CENTERING OF TRACES.-Figures 4-23 to 4-27

for receiver-indicator emergency operation, centering

are

of

traces.

(1)

To center the trace oertically with the "FUNC-

TION" switch set at positioos "1," "2," "3," "4," "5,"
of "6," proceed as follows:

may be used.

Figure 4-23
Figure 4-21 . "BRILL." Screw Driver Adiustmenl

d. BRILLIANCE CONTROL.-\tZatch the indicator
If no trace has appeared, turn the "FUNCTION"

screen.

4-6

If the trace is not centered aertically, adjust the
"VERT. CENT." control on the left side of the receiverindicator until the trace is corectly centered.
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(3) To center the trace borizontally with the
"FUNCTION" switch set at positions "2," "3," "t," ot
"6," proceed as follows:

AN 08-30APN9-2

Figure 4-24

(2) To center the trace borizontally, with the
"FUNCTION" switch set at position "1," ot "4," PIO-

ceed as follows:

.

..ri"r*.;lt

Adjust ,n.
r*t.,, screw driver
control on the left hand side of the receiver-indicator
until the traces are properly centered.
g. AMPLITUDE OF TRACES.-Figures 4-28 to 4-3r
are for receiver-indicator emergency operation, amplitude of traces,
,

( 1) For adjusting amplitude of ttaces with 'F[INCTION" switch set at positions "1"..or "4," proceed as

follows:

Figvre 4-25

If the trace is not cenrer ed borizontally, adjust the
"SLOrDZ SWEEP H. CENT." screw driver control on the
left hand side until the trace is properly centered.
Figure 4-28

Figure 4-26

Figure 4-29
RESTRICTED
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If the heights of the markers do not permit the
Adjust the "SLOV S\U7EEP AMPL." screw driver
operator to identify them readily, adjust the "MARKER
contfol on the left side until the tface assumes a normal
AMPL." control on the left hand side of the receiverlength.
indicator.
(z) To adjust the amplitude of the uaces with the
i. cRoss HArR. ("FUNCTTON" switch position
"FUNCTION" switch set at Positions "2," "3," "5," or
"5." )
"6," proceed as follows:
Seclion lV

S

Figure 4-30

Figure

4-33. "CROSS HAIR"

Adiustmenl

If the position of the cross hair in relation to the
upper trace is incomect, adjust the "CROSS HAIR"
screw driver control on the left hand side of the receiverindicator.

I. COARSE DELAY.-Figutes 4-34 to 4-37 are for
receiver-indicator emergency operation, coarse delay.
If the range of the "COARSE DELAY" conuol is insufficient to adjust the delay for a desired station, proceed
as

follows:

Figure 4-31
Adjust the "FA. S\f.. AMPL." screw driver control on the right hand side of the receiver-indicator until
the traces assume a normal length.
("FUNCTION" switch posi/r. MARKER SIZE.
tion "5".)

Figure 4-34

(1) If

the variable delay marker connot be placed

far enough to the right with the "PRR" switch set at
"H," adiust the "COARSE DELAY H'PRR MIN."
screw driver control on the right side of the receiverFigure
4-a

4'32.

"MARKER AMPL." Adiusfments

indicator.
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(4) lf

the variable delay marker cannot be placed

far enough to the left with the ..pRR,' switch set at
"L," adjust the "COARSE DELAY L-PRR MAX.', contol on the right side of the receiver-indicator.

Figure 4-35

(2> lt the variable delay marker cannot be placed
far enough to the left with the "PRR" switch set at
"H," adjust the "COARSE DELAY H-PRR MAX.'I
control on the right side of the receiver-indicator.
Figure

4-38. "FINE DEtAY,,

Adiustmenl

k. FINE DELAY.-If the "FINE DELAY,' range is
not sumcient (700 microseconds), adjust the..FINE-DELAY" adjustment on the right hand side of the receiverindicator.

Figvre 4-35

(3) If

the variable delay marker cannot be placed

far enough to the right with the "pRR" switch -set at
"L," adjust the "COARSE DELAY L-PRR MIN." control on the dght side of the receiver-indicator.

Figvre

4-39. Fuse Replocemenl

3. FUSE REPLACEMENT.
If the pilot light is not illuminated

Figure 4-37

and no trace pattern appears on the indicator-screen replace the active
fuse with the spare fuse, which. is located in a fuse clip
under the lens holder on the front of the receiveiindicator. Remove the "FUSE" knob by turning as indicated, remove used fuse and replace with the new one.
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SUPPTETEilTARY DATA

I.

TUBE COMPLEMENT.
The Receiver-Indicator R-65/APN-9 contains a total
of 35 tubes of the types and quantities shown below:
Qaantity

StbcA No,

I
I
I

2J2X2

2I5Y3GTlG

JAN-2x2
JAN-5Y3GT/G

2J6Y6G

JAN-6Y6G

2

.2J6SJ7

JAN.6SJ7

I

2JoC3lVR105
2J6SL7GT

JAN-oC3/VRlo5
JAN-65L7GT
JAN-6SN7GT
JAN-6N7

J

r3

I
I
7

2J6SN7GT
2J6N7
2J3BPl
2J6H6

vT-119

vT-1974
vT-1684
vT-116
vT-200
vT-229

vT-231

vT-96

JAN-38P1

JAN-6H6

vT-90

Figure

4

2J6SK7

JAN-6SK7

vT-rr7

I

2J65A7

JAN-6S,{7

vT-150

2.

5-1. locqlion of Spore

Fure

FUSE COMPLEMENT.

Location
Type

Stock No,

4AG
4AG

322602.7
321937-37

Carrent Rating

2

amperes

Actiae Fuse

Spare. F*se

Front panel

Under lens holder on

3 amperes

Figwe

5-2. locofion of Pilot Lighr

3. PILOT LAMP COMPLEMENT.

Mazda Type 322, 3 volt equivalent to Signal Corps LM-32
5-O
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ALLOWANCE FOR
VIERATION
ALLOWANCE
FOR
VIBRATION

'i1--1tlt

rll
rll
llt

c "Elo^
".5.11
" oll

j=-lo

i li ='l'n
,

^o @"ll
l)"

.^/'\U

GROUND STRAP

I
I

I

NOTE: lF SHOCK MOUNT SUPPORT tS NOT
METAL EXTEND GROUNO STRAP TO NEAREST
METAL PART OF AIRPLANE

,.3"'-52

|

AVERAGE
EYE

CENTER LINE OF

6ili-----;

LEVEL RECEIVER-INDICATOR LENS

SHOCK MOUilT DRILLING PIAN

WEIGHT
REC_EIVER-|NO|CATOR

s-EocK MouNTtNe

oR

MT-zO3/APN

R6s/ApN9 .,.. ..

FT46

.36

L8S. (MAX.)
'
2.3 LBS.

TOTAL .... ..... . .38.3 LBS. {MAX.}

Figure

5-3.

l,odar ser AtrrlApil-g

R

-

Dimensionsr
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MAX|laUtl

FERRULE

OESERYE COLOR
COOING STRIP ANO TIN
ENOS OF LEAOS 3/8 INCHES
ANO SOLOER TO PROPER

t_ PLUG EOOY

TERl{INAL LUG,

CLAMPTT.IG IIUT

wtRE co

THI S ET{O TO

swrTcH

lllSTlLLlrlox

POWER SUPPLY GABTE

NO.2
il3

ARTING RELAY SWITCH

VOLT, tY

NO.3
TWTST THE LEAOS AFTER

ISSEXELIIIG

t8 NOT TO EXCEEO IO FEET
POINT WHERE POWER SUPPLY
VOLTAGE IS TEASUREO.

WIRE XO.

AY SWITCH

80.voLT

FROM

swtTcH

80 voLT, wl

CORDI]IG DIAGRAM
pLUc Mc 277

RAOIO

'REQUENCY
RG 8/u
CABLE

+TO ANTEilNA
swlTcH

ilt

illl CI

ANTENM LEAO-| 1l*
WIRE CLAMP
+TO POI{ER SUPPLY

nl,--.
,-J
\)

OP€N IYIRE CASLE

(20R.r

I66

coilNecf

CAELE:

80 voLT A.c.
TERMINAL I

VOLT

TERIIINIL

swrrcH sw-22sffPDT)
USE WITH

ANTENNA TUNING UNIT

\_/o @"ll

N a)tJ

A.C.
I

BC -306

ANO 3

STARTII{G RELAY
TERMINAL 4 AT{O 5

t
TO TRAILING WIRE

ANTENNA

CABLING
SU PP LI EO

BULK

Figure

5-2

5-4.

B

ft'"3i;+lq-l$t

ALL

IN

-

swrTcH SA- l3lUoPDT)

I

ANO 2

OR

ils

NOT E

I

PowER

TO LIAISON SET

t---

oo Won
/--n.''l
a ot"ll

wrRE)

PLUG PL-

TO

ANT€NNA TUNING
UNIT BC.306- B

Power Supply Coble Assembly Drowings, Cording ond
Antenna Swilch Connecfion Diogroms
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TETALLIC BRAID

CLAMPING SCREW
3fi
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ASSEMBLE AND ATTACH CAELE CLAMP

Figure

5-5.

CONDUOTOR

WITH KORITE

OR GLYPTAL
TilSULATED WASHER

90c EL80W
SET

SGREW

@

col{]{EC TOR

M.297

Anlenna Coble Asse mbly Drowing
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